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he team at Pioneer Electronics has 
a long-standing history when it comes 
to success in car audio competition. 

It’s no secret that the dominating Team Pioneer 
duo of Scott Owens and Kyle Witherspoon con-
tinue to break records and raise the bar, muscling 
their way into the very exclusive 180dB club. So 
when the crew at Pioneer told us they issued a 
car audio build-off challenge to their top 13 re-
tailers using the latest Premier products, we 
promptly packed our bags for Tucson, AZ to soak 
up the sun and sounds at the Pioneer Road Show 
Demo-Vehicle Build-Off.

The goal was simple; each team had to build a 
sound quality (SQ) competition vehicle using 
the latest top-of-the-line Pioneer Premier 
audio products. Retailers participating in 
the build-off were provided with identical 
Premier audio systems to install in the 
vehicle of their choice, which resulted 
in a very diverse field of demo cars from cus-
tom sport compacts and chromed-out SUVs to 
a JDM Skyline and full-sized German luxury cars. 
A DEH-P880PRS head unit, PRS-D4100F 4-chan-
nel amplifier, two PRS-D1100M mono amplifiers, a 
pair of TS-C720PRS 6.5-inch component speakers 
and two TS-W3001D4 12-inch subwoofers were 
required to be used for each build with the ability to 
add more Pioneer products. No other manufactur-
ers’ audio products could be added to the system.  

All 13 vehicles were built in a very short period 
of time, involving many late nights and energy 
drinks as most of Pioneer’s top Premier dealers 
dedicated their regular business hours catering to 
customers. The final product had to make its way 
to the annual Pioneer dealer road show in Tucson, 
AZ where hundreds of Pioneer retailers gather for 
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First-Place winner Vinh Nguyen representing for Audio
Video Concepts
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Scott Owens with his SPL record breaking Ford F-250

The Dream Team - IASCA Judges Will Adcock, Harry 
Kimura and Moe Sabourin alongside Pioneer Electronics’ 
Matt Pekmezian

annual product training and information sessions. 
Each demo car was put to the test, judged for the 
most realistic audio reproduction and evaluated 
by a dream team of legendary IASCA officials 
including Will Adcock, Moe Sabourin and Harry 
Kimura for creative installation and audio quality. 
Visit www.iasca.com for additional info, rules and 
event results.

The competition was fierce and included some 
impressive rides, installations and performance. 
Each dealer came prepared to do battle and the 
good folks at Pioneer added even more incentive 
with a fantastic awards dinner gala and some se-
rious cash prizes up for grabs. Selecting just one 

winner couldn’t have been easy, as 

each team did their best to outshine one another 
for the ultimate bragging rights. After a long day of 
judging and a chance to participate in a few per-
sonal listening sessions, it was time to announce 
the big winner. The large group of dedicated Pio-
neer dealers gathered in the banquet hall of the 
scenic Westin La Paloma for the awards dinner 
and popular “Pioneer Idol” singing contest. 

In the end, the ground-pounding 2007 Jeep 
Patriot from Audio Video Concepts of Kenner, LA 
came out on top, followed closely by the power-
ful 2004 Subaru WRX STi by Cartronics and the 
elegant 1999 Mercedes CLK built by Sound Sen-
sations. The winner received the First Annual Pio-
neer Premier Reference Series Demo Vehicle 
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Build-Off trophy and a cash prize, while second through fifth place winners also received special recognition awards and cash prizes.The weekend of mobile audio mayhem ended with the unveiling of the new interactive Pioneer-Dome, a major component of Pioneer’s ‘Best Seat in the House’ marketing campaign designed to attract and entertain crowds at over 25 enthusiast events, including DUB, Hot Import Nights, Night Shift and NOPI. The massive Pioneer Dome also features a sweet 360-degree projector along the 

entire ceiling of the 50-foot dome and a lounge area to sit back and enjoy live DJ performances. It looks like the creative minds at Pioneer have done it again, as the Annual Pioneer Mobile Elec-tronics Road Show & Build-Off was a huge hit and we can’t wait to see what’s in store for next year. Congratulations to all of the supportive Pioneer dealers and talented installers for a job well done as they certainly deserve the recognition. Here’s a closer look at each individual vehicle and the hard work that went into each build.

VEHICLE SPOTLIGHTS: 2007 Jeep Patriot   Audio Video Concepts   Kenner, LA  
 2004 Subaru WRX STi   Cartronics  
 Santa Rosa, CA  
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 Kenner, LA  

1st
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“We focused on an original, challenging, and sound-friendly vehicle. We wanted to keep the integrity of the vehicle, but make it stand out at the same time. The vehicle was built primarily by Vinnie Nguyen and Donny La with the help of Nick Del Bianco as an apprentice.”

“We originally were to install a new motor and a basic system, but then we had the opportunity to be involved in the Pioneer Build-Off and knew this would be the perfect car. The system was built with blood, sweat, tears and a lot of heart!”



 2004 Chrysler Crossfire   6th Avenue Electronics   Springfield, NJ  

 PEOPLE’S    
 CHOICE 
 AWARD 

 1999 Mercedes CLK-430   Sound Sensations   Marietta, GA  3rd
PLACE

“It was a daily-driven car prior to the build. We first secured the necessary sponsors to help out with materials for the build: Dynamat, Streetglow, Stinger, and Viper. A team of three installers worked around the clock from day one to complete the system.”

 1999 Mercedes CLK-430  
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 2003 Audi A6 2.7t   Car Concepts   Salt Lake City, UT  

4th
PLACE

“We set out to build a system that was capable of the very finest sound reproduction while retaining the look, feel and functionality of 
the OEM interior. We wanted to build a 
vehicle that could still be a daily driver 

for any of our high-end customers: people who have children, who golf, who need to take a trip to the grocery store.”

“Everything on this install was done with the objective of keeping the car looking factory to save on its overall value. The sound quality is fantastic and we ended up placing 5th in the Pioneer Build-Off. Four of our specialists did all the work after hours so we could still take care of customers during 
the day.”

 1993 Nissan Skyline R33   Horizon Audio   Akron, OH  

5th
PLACE

“The build took exactly three weeks to build from start to finish (this included all body and paint work). There are four team members to credit for their involvement on this build: Don Barros, Antonio Monteiro, Guido Pedraza, and Andres Moreno.”



 
         
              

 2007 Chevrolet Avalanche    ABC Automotive & Electronics Elk Grove Village, IL 

 1997 Honda Civic EX   Sound of Tri-State   Claymont, DE  

“The car is not a daily driver but is a custom show car. The main goals of this car audio project were to generate the best sound possible, as well as enhance the Civic’s overall display.”

daily driver but is a custom 
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 MENTION 

  2007 Jeep Grand Cherokee SRT8    Lotts Auto Stereo    Santa Cruz, CA 

“Our goal was to build a system that looked like it belonged 
in the vehicle, scored well at IASCA 

events, and most importantly – sounded 
incredible. Ron headed up the project with 

many of the Lotts staff volunteering 
extra hours for the two months it took to build.”

 HONOURABLE 
 MENTION 

“The objective with this vehicle was to ‘premiere’ the Pioneer Premier products as well as to create a vehicle that had a wow factor for future shows and local events. Our theme was a general race-inspired theme with checkered flags, carbon fibre and custom lighting.”

 HONOURABLE 
 MENTION 

 1998 BMW 745i   CJ Sounds  
 Houston, TX 

“We had a big trunk and nothing in it, plus a very short time table to get everything done. We needed to deck it out but at the same time keep it classy and clean because we were working on a BMW after all.”

 HONOURABLE 
 MENTION 

 1997 Honda Civic EX   Sound of Tri-State   Claymont, DE  

“We started off running cables and installing Dynamat on the roof, floor, trunk, and doors. After that 
we installed the door speakers at the 

exact angle we envisioned. When we had 
the speakers where we wanted them, we finished the door panels off with fibreglass and vinyl with a cut-out window for the crossovers.”

 HONOURABLE 
 MENTION 

     
           
        

  2003 Dodge Stratus   Brothers Sound Electronics   San Antonio, TX  

“The build took around a week and involved the effort of two Brothers employees: 
Rick and David. The overall vision for the 
entry was to build a vehicle that sounded 

great and aesthetically maintained a Pioneer theme via red and white brand colours throughout the vehicle.”

 HONOURABLE 
 MENTION 

   2006 Dodge Charger     Sound Waves     Memphis, TN  

“Two of the primary objectives in the design of the sound system were to make it stealthy and to conserve as much 
trunk space as possible. The car was completely built by our staff - none of the work was outsourced.”
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